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Broomfield’s partners, Colorado State University and Boulder A.I.R., have
high-resolution, reference grade air quality instrumentation stationed at Soaring Eagle
Park (co-located gas chromatograph or GC, and proton transfer reaction mass
spectrometer or PTR-MS) and adjacent to the Livingston Pad (gas chromatograph only)
see map here.
Beginning in August 2020, and continuing to the present day, the atmospheric
instruments at these locations have shown increased VOC (volatile organic compound)
variability above historic patterns that have prompted further analysis by the program
managers.
It is the opinion of the air quality monitoring team that the source of these plumes is
likely within or very near to Broomfield and not directly related to the summer
wildfires. Wildfires can have benzene but also are accompanied with particulate
matter, nitrogen oxide and carbon monoxide in diffuse air masses and not in clearly
defined plumes, as has been observed here.
There appear to be 2 different phenomena the instruments are picking up.
● Signature [BA] is benzene and acetylene rich. These plumes lack large
enrichment in methane and other BTEX gases, suggesting they may come from
some sort of combustion or other unconventional direct emission source; the
VOC signature does not suggest a direct emission of typical subsurface
hydrocarbons (oil & gas). These correspond to events seen on September 6 and
12, for example.
● Signature [ME] is methane, ethane and BTEX rich which appear to be a direct
(uncombusted) emission possibly originating from subsurface hydrocarbons.
These correspond to some of the larger events that have been observed (August
3 and 11, for example).
This remains an ongoing issue of focus for the program as the frequency of [BA]
plumes continues to climb in recent months and days. CSU is currently analyzing
meteorological data, wind data and historic plume-tracker data to attempt to identify
potential sources of these events.

Example of [BA] Plume Observed at Soaring Eagle Site by PTR-MS on September
12, 2020. Note the lack of BTEX species with enhancement in Benzene.
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[BA] plumes have increased in frequency at both BSE (Soaring Eagle - Light Green) and
BLV (Livingston - Dark Green) over the course of the summer. Similar enhancements
have not been observed at LUR (Longmont Reservoir - Purple) or BRZ (Boulder
Reservoir - Blue) indicating this is a localized phenomena.

Longitudinal Data from Boulder AIR GC Stations, May to September 2020

Event Data from Boulder AIR GC Station (Livingston) of [BA] Plume, September
18, 2020
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Example of [ME] Plume Observed at Soaring Eagle Site by PTR-MS on August 3,
2020. Note clear correlation of BTEX species enhancements.
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The CSU plume-tracker was deployed the night of September 17, 2020, and captured
emissions of an acetylene-rich [BA] plume near Lowell and Sheridan for 20 mins. From
the intercepts of the plume, it is evident it is coming from the north and diluting
while moving to the south, consistent with a source at the Livingston pad. The lack of
increased acetylene concentrations north of the Livingston pad and at Soaring Eagle
Park during this time indicate that the source was on the south side of the Northwest
Parkway.

Note - Acetylene chemical compound is C2H2. Spatially resolved concentrations are
plotted in ppbv.
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Wind direction heat maps for both acetylene and benzene also indicate the source is
in the general direction of the Livingston Pad.

The color scale in the map below shows the association of the most common wind
directions during the measurement of benzene concentrations > 1 ppbv. The radial
position away from the center represents the associated wind speeds (mph). This
pattern is very consistent, I believe, with what is shown from the online GC data.
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Similar to previous [BA] plumes, BTEX species did not move in tandem; the BTEX
enrichment is primarily in the form of benzene.

Another Example of [BA] Plumes Observed at Soaring Eagle Site by PTR-MS on
September 18/19, 2020.
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Data from the plume-tracker air canisters show tight correlations between benzene,
acetylene (AKA ethyne), light alkenes (ethene and propene), and styrene (another
aromatic), and somewhat lower correlations with light alkanes (ethane, propane, and
butane).

Note: Highest correlates are highlighted in yellow, closer to 1.0 indicates tighter
correlation
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The benzene/acetylene correlation is further corroborated by a regression analysis at
both BSE and BLV locations, the slopes have only a 0.008 difference.

Acetylene and benzene enhancements as measured at the Livingston GC station. A
table of all [BA] plume events can be seen here.
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While benzene is a fire tracer and can account for some of the detected levels that
have been observed over the summer, the fires alone cannot account for the sharp,
intermittent events that have been observed. Acetonitrile is the most reliable fire
tracer, and when it is correlated with benzene (like in the graph below, from
September 26th, 2020) the source is very likely burning biomass (wildfire).

Further, benzene from wildfires impact air sensors regionally. Data from Boulder
A.I.R. stations at Longmont Reservoir, Boulder Reservoir, Broomfield Soaring Eagle
and Broomfield Livingston Pad show benzene concentrations moving in tandem when
they pick up the large air masses from the wildfires. The [BA] plumes have higher
maximum values and are identifiable solely at Broomfield Soaring Eagle and
Broomfield Livingston stations.

Preliminary Conclusions: The [BA] plumes (combustion-related, acetylene and
benzene rich) appear to be coming from the Livingston pad, but they aren’t typical of
an oil & gas signature because of the lack of toluene and methane. It is unclear
whether this is from an ‘event’ at the pad, or the source is more or less constantly
emitting and the sensors only pick up the plume when meteorological conditions are
conducive to detection.
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